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Abstract: *
Vascular diseases are the leading cause of preventable death and disability in Ontario. In

Ontario, there continues to be high and variable high rates of vascular diseases and
variation in the prevention and management of those diseases. These challenges are
compounded by the lack of integrated and evidence-based resources at point-of-care.
Best practice guidelines can be excellent starting points for reducing care variation yet
cannot be effective unless well-integrated into routine practice workflow affecting
behavior change. Better workflow-integrated tools demonstrating reliable practice
efficiencies are needed. There is a current lack of ready access to integrated vascular
health best practices in primary care; wherever patients have multiple vascular conditions
or risk factors, their care becomes disjointed. Primary care providers have repeatedly
asked for one centrally available vascular flow sheet linked to one set of best practice
guidelines and resources embedded within EMRs, to help support patients to more
efficiently meet their health goals.
One innovative solution has been developed to meet these challenges. The solution is a
secure, cloud-based, EMR-embedded, EMR-agnostic, and EMR-integrated evidence-based
guidelines-aligned patient care tool that supports the care of patients who have any
combination of one or more of 14 common vascular conditions, or none of them plus risk
factors. It is built on a scalable, standards-based architecture that will permit future
inclusion of additional chronic conditions.
The solution was clinically validated by the Peninsula Family Health Team (FHT), which is
currently using the solution in their rural practice that serves an aging population and
significant vascular disease burden. By week two of using the solution, the FHT had
increased ability to identify sub-populations of high-risk individuals. Peninsula FHT then
began appropriate chronic disease management programs with its patients.
The Peninsula FHT has partnered with the Software Developer and with eHealth Centre for
Excellence, Centre for Effective Practice, CorHealth Ontario, Women’s College Hospital
Institute for Health System Solutions and Virtual Care, and the Stroke Network of
Southeastern Ontario to pursue a larger evaluation of the care tool in an 18-month
project. The team was recently successful in obtaining an Ontario Centres of Excellence
Health Technology Fund grant.
The project team is piloting the use of this innovative health technology solution with the
aim to support early adopter evaluation among primary care providers across Ontario. The
project examines whether the solution will provide better, faster, and “easier” patient care
than is currently available, with potential to increase roster size through redistribution of
work to more inter-professional healthcare providers, working to their full scope of
practice.
The project team has formed successful partnerships and is beginning to pilot the
innovative solution in multiple practices. A number of measures will be observed,
including wait times to see providers and proportions of eligible patients who have selfmanagement plans in place. The analysis will inform widespread adoption and
sustainability.
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